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RESmart ® Auto-CPAP
Maintenance Menu Setup
1. Entering the Menu
Please press and hold the Pressure Start/Stop Button and Ramp Button, and then connect
the power cord into the AC inlet. Don’t’ loose your hand from the buttons until the maintenance
menu appears on display screen as below:

This is the mode-selection menu. The available modes are:
“CPAP”, “Auto”, “Titrate”
2. Navigating the Menu
Press the Ramp Button to enter the edit-mode in which a cursor is blinking. In edit mode, you
can press +/- user buttons to change the setting. Press Ramp Button again to confirm the
setting. Press +/- user buttons to access the next settings as below.
Selectable modes: CPAP, Titrate, Auto

Mode

Treat P

Displayed only when the mode is Titrate or Auto
Displayed only when the mode is CPAP

Max APAP
Manul P

Ramp

Init P

Displayed only when the Ramp time is non zero

Unit

Use Time

Mask Test

Save

IMPORTANT!

Any time you wish to exit the maintenance menu without change,
press the Pressure Start/Stop Button and the display will go back to
the system standby screen.

IMPORTANT!

To make all changes active, press the +/- user button to access the
SAVE setting and press Ramp Button to save all changes and exit
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the maintenance menu.
Treat P:

A CPAP pressure (CPAP mode) or a prescription pressure (Auto and
Titration mode) setting is being displayed. You can adjust the
pressure from 4 hPa to 20 hPa in 0.5 hPa increment.

Max APAP:

This setting is the maximal pressure which auto-adjust pressure can

(For Auto and Titrate mode)

reach. It can’t be less than the Treat P.

Manual P:

The adjustable range of treatment pressure within which the patient

(For CPAP mode only)

could readjust the treatment pressure to increase comfort by
pressing the +/- user buttons on the device. The setting range is 0 to
2 hPa in 0.5 hPa increment.

Ramp:

This setting is the ramp timer from starting pressure to prescription
pressure. The device gives airflow at the relative lower pressure of
Init P from start point of ramp time, and increases the output
pressure to the prescription pressure in the last few minutes during
ramp. Setting range is 0-60mins with the adjustment step of 5mins.
Default setting is 15mins. The device reduces the output pressure
and counts down to zero every time the Ramp key is pressed. This
feature will reduce the initial working pressure and then gradually
increase (ramp) the pressure to the prescription pressure setting so
you can fall asleep more comfortably.

Init P:

The starting pressure after blower is turned on. The setting range is

(Displayed when Ramp is

4hPa to Treatment Pressure (Prescription Pressure), and the

non zero)

Adjustment step is 0.5hPa. Default setting is 4hPa.

Unit:

The measurement unit of the output pressure, selectable between
hPa and cmH2O.

Use Time:

Total hours this device has been used will appear. This number is
only for reference.

Save and Exit:

If the settings are finished, please press the +/- user buttons to
access the SAVE setting and press Ramp button to confirm all
changes and exit the maintenance menu. If you want to cancel the
settings, press Start/Stop button to roll back all your settings.

3. Pressure Changing
Output pressure can be changed during work in CPAP mode for patient’s comfort and
convenience. Press +/- user buttons on the device to increase or decrease the output
pressure. The variation range is set by the Manual P menu.
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